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MEMORY FOR DISCOURSE:

THE EFFECTS OF INFEREMeES
A/100 THE SPEAKER'S INTEMONS

David H. Dodd and Thomas J. Housel
International Communication Association Convention

May 611979
Philadelphia, P.

The study of meniory for discourse is one of .the most

popular topiCs 1ithS4 psychology today. Research and theories

abound, and there are important insights available.in the

literature. Yet, if there is a major neglect in this

research, i is the failUte to olive any real consideration

to the Aource of the message. This is a matter to Which

communications experts might be expected to be particularly

Attuned and knowledgable, so perhaps this is quite obvious

to many of you. It is not so obvious to mk colleagues in

psychology; perhaps there is some awareness that it exists

but there isga preference for the problem of discourse

source to go away. The issue will certainty pot simplify

the.problem of theory construction, bui neither will it

go away. Psychologists have typically given subjects

discourse or text from sources not specified, but apparently

assumed to be unimpeachable. It is aothouqh the information "
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provided in such experiments c.ame from heaven; for there is

no specifiable source. Yet, in ordinary. discourse, there is

'always a source.. In the real world, even experts are not always

treated as disinterested sources of information. Certainly, in

interpreting and remembering most conversatior4 we are not

prone to treat the information as uncolored by the speaker's

perceptions, biases, and.inferred purposes in saying whatever is

Said.

The fact that textual in contrast with ordinary discourse,

or conitersation materials, are generally used in such research

is part; of the problme here. As David Olson has recently

*reminded us, in text the logical or ideational function is

somewhat primary, whereas in oral speeCh, the rhetorical or

interpersonal function is more strongly emphasized. It is

certainli clear that the source of the informetion is likely

to be linked to the interpersonal. But, really, in either case,

the matter of source, including source's.intentions, cannot

plaubibly be ignored as irrelevant to what information is

acquired and remembered. Yet source has been widely ignored.

In facto.I ignored the problem entirely when I embarked on

the first of two lines of research I wish to describe here.

So let me begin where I started.

A couple of years ago I was intrigued by a paper by Rand

Spiro (1975), who found that elaborate reconstructive inferences
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would be remembered by subjects when there was a conflict

engendered by information received. Thus, a subject heard

alcut an engaged couple who had a major disagreement, then found

out they subsequently got married. Such subjects remembered

licseveral weeks later that the couple got counseling or didn't

4
. jake tht disagreement too seriously aiter all. Even in Spiro's

research which is excellent in many ways, the relevant pieces

.of information still came from the experimenter who is presumably

taken by subjects to be a God-like source. I embarked on a

comparable study in which I, with the purpose of giving *the

subjects materlals that had more semblance of reality, had the

information coming from specified sour.506 In this study,

subjects listened to three recorded tapes, ostensibly from

psychological theraPy, in which different adolescents described

to the therapist an event in which they got into trouble. Embedded

In each adolescent's story were some particular ficts that we

wanted to give a memory test on later. After hearin the tapes,

some groups of subjects were given additional in ormat on about

some of these critical facts. For example, Jim said t at he

didn't go to, school on this particular day, then claims that he

hardly ever cuts school. A subject who got additional information

about this particulir fact was told that school offic'als

reported that Jim cut school often. In experimental conditions,

such additional information relevant to those particular facts

were given for some of the facts, but not for the others. Across
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sub-condltions, the particular facts so,added to and those not

added to were Counter-balanced. In the control conditionAno

subjects got additional information about any of these facts.

The exontation based on the literature was that those conditions

in which there was additionitl information provided would tend

to distort their memory for what was heard on the tape in the

direction of.the new information. This pi;ediction seems to

follow directly frau Spiro's results, for example. The result

should be that the control condition should maintain a relatively

veridical memory for these facts and the other conditions should

change, with distortions in *the direction of the added information.

We should note that the measure was.taken after a three week

delei subjects came.back for a multiple choice examination with

questions about what the adolescent had aahd. We had previously

found free recall protocols hopeless to score for our purposes.

For the example above the multiple choice question was: How

often di.d Jim say he cut school besides the day described:

Neverio hardly ever, sometimes, often. Subjects also gave confidence

ratings for their responses, though these results are of no

particular interest here.

Unfortunately, exactly the opposite of what we expected

happened, that is. the control subjects remembered more in

accord with the added information that was received by subjects

in the other conditions, information they had not received.

-4-
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Thins control subjects heard the adolescent say that he Wag

WU cut school, and did not hear the additional infOrmation that

other sources saidlthat he often cut school, yet thei -judged that

he said he often cut school. Errors of this kind were ihree

times as likely as errors.in the opposite direction, that is,

-that he said he never tut school. For a moment, that result

seemed a mistery to us. ..Yet_the result is.perfectly explainable in

a relatively simple way. Subjects in the control condition seemed

to alter their memories in atcord with what they thought really

happened, that is, they figured the adolescent's story to be

distorted to.prOtect the adolescent's integrity and these subjects

made their own corrections toward reality. Thus they did not

accept the information at face value, but changed it to suit

their own inferences about what an adolescent's intentions would

be in telling these stories to a therapist. We subsequently

confirmed that notion by having naive subjects.listen to the tape

and fill out the same multiple-choice exam in terms 'Of what the

subject thoughts had really happened. The same'direction of

distortions prevailed, that is, they generally judged based on

the tape only, that Jim had cut scnool open.

What of the other conditions, In which new information \

contradicted aspects of the adolescent's story. First of all,

there were changes in memory, but the changes were equally in the

direction of the claims of the subsequent information and in the
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opposite direction. For example, where the adolescent claimed

he ivAndty even cut school and the subsequent information was

that hs wen cut school, the errors were,as14.. *0 be nevert

as open. The particular distribution oferrvrb 4uld, of

course, be partly a function of the alternitives, but .the control

subjects were most likely to choose Welt, and those in the

other groups.did not: These subjects made.tomewhat fel,er errors

overall than the control subjects. Whet is interesting beyond

thit is that it did not matter,whether that.particular fact

was one for which there was subsequent informatiovor not. The

error rate was the same for either kind of item and there was

no tendency for a particular direction of .distortion for either.

This indicaies that subjecis in these conditions stored aspects ,

of tilp adolescent's claims in an abstract or thematic way and

probably:also represented the counter-claims in a similarly

abstract way. Having the additional information actually 1

increased the memorability overall for what had been said by

the adolescent. But the.abstract.or thematic representation

is not a content theme at all. Subjects must be remembering

something about the general kinds of distortions produced by

the adolescents, that is, that the adolescents intended to

take themselves look better to the iherapist by twisting the

truth a little. The theme, then, is interactional, for it is

concerned with inferences about a particular speaker's overall



intentions in communicatioo to a particular listener...Up to

the point of receiving the adOltional infOrmation, subjects in

all groups had heard the same.tapes and thus had the same

information, including the same kinds of inferences about

intentions. Subjects in.the control group used these inferences

aboui-intention to make inferences about what really happened

and tnen remembered ;hat as what was said. Subjects in the groups

receiving additional information were able to build a counter-

theme of information clearly contrasting with what the adolescent

had said. .Weeks later the integrity of.the sources was still

priltected in memory rather than being merged..into one reality,

as it was for the control group.

To a cognitive psychologist, this was something new. To

some social psychologist friends, it did not seem As remarkable,

though it did contradict a previously popular, though widely

'debated, effect called the sleepef effect, which was essentially

that if subjects will listen to a message from an impeachable

source, they will subsequently reMember the message as true

after a time delay, even *though they would, if immediately asked,

doubt the veracity of that message.

In any case, here I was with an effect that involved the

inferred intentions of the speaker on memoky for discourse.

The results were compelling and the explanation appealed to me.

But everywhere I looked in the cognitive literature, the matter



was ignored. At the time, I was reviewing some famous work bY 1

Elizabeth Loftus for a cliass and decided to embark on a studY

deliberately designed to further implicate informational source..

In this work by Loftus, subjects observed a filmed aceldixt and

were subsequently asked questions about what they had seen.

Some of-these questions were leading qmestions, in that they

contain presupposed facts that were, in fact, not true. For

example, they could be asked, "Did you see some children getting

on .Vie school bus? when there had been no sChool bus in the filnu

Loftus found that subjects were two or three times as likely

to later remember seeing a school\bus if they had been asked this

question than under co ditions of no question or direct question

(here "Did you see a shool bus?") Loftus and others have

subsequently claimed iqortant legal implications of this

finding, that is, witnesses in legal cases may similarly change

their memories in accord with presuppositions in questions asked

outside or inside the courtroom. I do not deny that this

Loftus effect can happen in legal cases. Nonetheless, I had

a simple thought that suggested to me that this matter was not

so simple. Do questions about what a witness has seen ever

come from Amen in legal cases? - Certainly not. Witnesses are

interviewed y the police, who may or nay not be neutral.

ilostly they are interviewed by lawyers, who, in the adyersary

court system we have, aluays represent someone or some position.



While soma witnesses may not take that into account, I would

find it unlikely that the lawyer's purpoei in asking questions

would be,completely ignored by most witnesses. So I designed

an exiiirimnt.to test this 40Ukce effect. I replicated Loftus's

main conditions,.but added another in which subjects who received

the presuppositional questions were also informed that these

questions were posed by a lawyer represeniing the defendant.

What happened is perfectty predictable in terms of kRerilp

about thelikely intentions of a lawyer in introducing these

presuppositions. Ithe subjects who .heard the presuppositions

*without any indication of source °remembered" more than twiCe

as many of.the unseen facts introduced by the presuppositions.

Those who heard the!presuppositions in questiotis poied by

the.lawyer "rememberld" slightty more frequently than the control,

but the difference was quite minimal and notistatistically

significant. Their distortions in memory were, however,

statiiicalty signiliicantly fewer than those with no source.

In a second, related experiment, we changed the presentation

of the presuppositions. In this experiment, the presuppositions

\

were embedded in the text of the account of an eyewitness,

either represented as beina a neutral bystander or the driver

of.the car causing the accident. Again, the neutral source

generated greater memory for the presupposed, but untrue, facts

in comparison to the control condition and the bias2d source.
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Again the biased source res6lted in very slightly and

insigqificantly more of these errors,in memory and Ws

significantly less than the.neutral source group.
,

The :#1egal implicitions of these two experiments are also

important, for I think that witnesse4 are capable of taking

into account the intentions of lawyers and others in providjng

information about the facts of a case, even if that information

, 'is subtly interjected as apparent fact.. However, I would not P
!

mean to convey the impression that lawyers cannot skillfully

convince,witnesses that their apparent or real intention is to

locate the\truth and thus transcend a witness's suspicions.
1,

What is clear is that inferences about someone else's intentions

can alter what'we remember.

%/-
The conclusion to this riper could be stated simply, and

I will do that first. Hithout question, listeners'in ordinary

contexts incorporate what they know about the speakei and what

they can infer about that ipeaker's intentions into the actual

"Jacts stored in memoq. Only in the laboratory where materials

,can come from an un-named and unimpachable source can the

intentions of the speaker be ignored. Or perhips Only there and

in lectures and books, at least to the extent that the material

is non-controversial. But where should research of this kind

go? For one thing, we need some more developed theory. *There

are some possible theoretical ideas in soeial psychology,

-a
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Particularty in attribution theory, though we cannot develop'

, those notions here. There is also a longstanding literature

concerned with.the credibility of sources, but we wish to

sugisAtjhat the matter is broader:than that. It is not that

a particular source is more or less credible, but that we take

into account what that source intends to accomplish by sAying

soiething in particular. The adolescent might tell a perfectly

veridical tale to a cohort, indeed might even distort ihe storY

in the other direction.
1

The question of intentions is fraught

tpotential, conceptual pitfalls, but it must be part of an

a cc unt of what we remesber fromidi4course. These studies

demonstrate that Inferences, about the speaker's intentions affect
.

memotx\and'the first stud3 '90MS to show that inference to be

kmatic as well.

As we suggested afthe beginning, comunications specialists

de particularly attuned to concerns about the effects of source

and audience and may contribute to a better understanding of

the problems I 'hove discussed. I hope this demonstrates some

common interests of our fields and justifies including an outlier

psychologist in such a symposium.

(See Housel and Ackers' paper for references)
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